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QUESTIONS

RESPONSES

7

7 responses
SUMMARY

INDIVIDUAL

Accepting responses

Who has responded?
Email
cascaba@gmail.com
denizozkoc@hotmail.com
miguel.romero.carmona@gmail.com
vilma.kubiliene@gmail.com
zydrunejankaitiene@gmail.com
prof.cristi@gmail.com
mari.kalaja@norssi.jyu.
Waiting for 8 responses

SEND EMAIL REMINDER

vilma.kubliene@gmail.com
nicoletadanila2000@yahoo.com
heidimouhu@norssi.jyu.
heidi.mouhu@norssi.jyu.
alikilcik@hotmail.com
emcarmesim@gmail.com
sema_aktay@hotmail.com
galoiuecaterina@yahoo.com
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1. To what extent do you consider that the objectives of the TPM in Romania
have been achieved?
7 responses

7 (100%)

Fully achieved

Partly achieved

0 (0%)

Not achived

0 (0%)

0
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2
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2. To what extent do you consider that the results of the TPM in Romania
have met your expectations?
7 responses

7 (100%)
6
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3. How do you evaluate the materials used for the TPM in Romania?
7 responses

7 (100%)
6

4

2
0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1
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4
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4. How do you consider the quality of the TPM in Romania' s organization
(working methods, programme, activities)
7 responses

Insatisfactory
Satisfactory
Good
14.3%

Very good
Excellent

85.7%

5. How do you appreciate the quality of the presentations on “Fun and
Cooperative Learning Games” and “Games for Developing Creativity”?
7 responses
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Insatisfactory
Satisfactory
71.4%

Good
Very good

28.6%

6. How do you evaluate the professionalism and the work quality of the
Romanian project team?
7 responses

Insatisfactory
Satisfactory
Good
Very good
100%

7. Was the time rightfully allocated to each activity?
7 responses

Yes
Only partly
No

100%
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1869MnIfWrvV4Of0mJdFzixjwtUV_jXwGo9XokqH3oVs/edit#responses
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8. Will the newly acquired methods in working with your students be useful
to you?
7 responses

Yes
Only partly
No

100%

9. Please list the problems you might have encountered.
5 responses

None, maybe the transport driver to Brasov (jeje...)
No problems
There were no problems. Perhaps absence of Northen Ireland partners in TPM
Everything was good, except Northern Ireland team wasn't able to come to TPM in Romania
The lack of participation from the Northern Irish partner

10. Name the strong points of the TPM in Romania.
6 responses
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All the work developed by the team of teachers, their reception, their organization...
The teachers were very dedicated and the students were very enthusiastic. They had prepared wonderful stage shows and
presentations on the project subjects. School team and the students were extremely hospitable which allowed us to establish
strong boundaries and friendships. These boundaries will enable us work on further projects.
The presentaions
Well organized activities and time. Students' and their classrooms preparation for the meeting. Information was provided
quickly and on time.
Good organized activities
The commitment and the participation of the romanian hosts

11. Name the weak points of the TPM in Romania.
6 responses

None
There were no weak points at all.
Nothing
There were not weak points.
No weak points in Romania
see question 9; long distances partly compared to the amout of time

12. What improvements/changes would you add to the next TPM in "Back to
School Life" project?
5 responses

I think that maintaining the level achieved in Romania is going to be di cult. You can not do more in the short time we have
been in Romania.
No changes
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1869MnIfWrvV4Of0mJdFzixjwtUV_jXwGo9XokqH3oVs/edit#responses
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In my opinion all activities were well planned and the objectives of the meeting were achieved so it is di cult to say about
changes for the next TPM.
I think everything is ok.
Maybe a bit more time to discuss the project ideas
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